
Contact Theatre: how a digital technology strategy can engage a young audience 

This case study looks at how Contact Theatre uses digital media to encourage young people to 

participate and collaborate in the development of innovative productions. 

Background 

Contact is a modern young people’s theatre venue in Manchester. The building includes three 

theatre spaces and events are also created in the ‘lounge’ area, which has a stage, a bar and 

dance space.  

The organisation runs a range of activities including Young Actors and Young Writers groups, 

which encourage Contact’s core audience (adults aged 13 to 30) to take part in the creative 

process and become part of the organisation. Contact’s focus is on its people and their creative 

diversity. 

Origins of project 

Contact’s mission is: 

We are constantly exploring new ways to develop, to learn and to create exciting theatre. We 
bring together passions, fashions, moods, moves, sounds, networks, anger, engagement, 
words, rhythms, visions and visuals in our theatre. And we are always ready to add new things 
to the mix. 

As an organisation aiming to embrace a collaborative approach and build audience involvement 

in creative work, Contact Theatre recognises the need to use appropriate and imaginative 

methods of communication.  

Contact developed a digital technology strategy to meet the demands of the young people they 

work with, and communicate in a manner expected of a modern arts organisation.  

Objectives of the project 

The digital strategy is designed to identify and maximise opportunities for audience 

engagement, and thereby to create exciting and evolving theatre, which is Contact’s primary 

aim. Through the strategy, the organisation aims: 

To meet and exceed the expectations of a young audience. 

To continue to be innovative and open to new ideas and developments. 

To develop an effective two-way relationship with young people, engaging them in the creative 

process and organisation. 

To migrate functions to digital platforms where appropriate, as expected of a contemporary arts 

organisation. 

Process 



The digital technology strategy encompasses the aspects young people might expect a 

contemporary theatre to offer: exciting visual effects in its productions, a modern cutting edge 

interactive website and the ability to integrate with other like-minded aspiring writers or actors. 

Contact’s strategy falls broadly into two strands; digital technology used in theatre productions 

and varying uses of technology for interaction and communication with its target audience. The 

strategy is manifested in a variety of ways throughout Contact’s work: 

Production visuals generated by the audience 

Contact trialled the use of digital media technology and audience participation in an initial pilot 

production in conjunction with Media Training North West and Hannah Rudman. ‘Perfect’, a love 

story between a boy and an online female avatar, made use of a number of different strategies 

for participation.  A workshop with a group of young women culminated in the participants 

designing their versions of ‘ideal woman’ avatars which were projected onstage during the 

show.  In another initiative, potential audiences could access an online ‘dating’ site to find their 

perfect virtual partner. 

 Technological advancement in theatre productions 

Contact use new digital technology to engage the young audience more deeply with live 

performances. Digitally designed effects were used in a number of different projects. One of 

these, ‘Skid 180’, was a production featuring BMX riders: by digitally enhancing the experience, 

riders were able to perform stunts on stage which were not otherwise physically possible.  

Interactive website 

Contact’s original website (a Flash walk-through with information on upcoming shows and 

projects,) was visually strong, but difficult to adapt and add functions to. The organisation 

wanted to break the mould of traditional arts sites - essentially online brochures, which were 

often unappealing and lacked a sense of communication with or participation by the user. 

Contact redesigned their website to encourage a stronger sense of interaction and adaptability. 

The new cutting edge design acted as a central news ‘hub’. Interactive forums carry a range of 

topics providing a platform for sharing, showcasing and debate. This encourages a range of 

ideas to be shared, aiming to nurture diverse creative practices amongst Contact’s aspiring 

young actors and writers.  

Communication with the audience through social networking 

Contact uses the social networking site MySpace to advertise the organisation and to 

encourage participation from users, who can communicate with the organisation and the 

community of Contact audience members. The site is also used to link audiences in to a wider 

creative community. For example, one of Contact’s friends is a band who had created the 

soundtrack for a theatre show. 

International Participation - ‘Contacting the World’ 



‘Contacting the World’ is a major international project which involves 12 young people’s theatres 

across the world working together to create new stories and ideas for productions, over a 9 

month period. Project participants mainly use Facebook (a social networking site) to 

communicate with each other: the site is ideal for uploading video and sound files and acts as a 

kind of portal for Contact - contributions and updates on project developments are kept on this 

public space, with selected elements feeding through to the Contact website itself.  

Emarketing  

Contact also uses email marketing strategies and online forums that are constantly in 

development through expert web advisers. 

Resource implications 

Implementing new projects using digital technologies requires patience, investment and time. 

Many of the techniques used by Contact are essentially community-building techniques, where 

it takes time for users to become aware of what Contact has to offer online, to respond and to 

then get involved and pass the message on.  

Although the website needs to be continually updated, this is not a big drain on resources. 

Contact employ young staff who have natural interest in the digital media sector - updating the 

information quickly became routine for staff and is not particularly time consuming. 

Outcomes 

As with many innovative approaches based on innovative participation and collaboration, it is 

not particularly easy to prove the impact of Contact’s digital technology strategy at the moment. 

Contact are working on developing their evaluation tools. In the meantime, staff have strong 

faith in the work they are doing and the organisation gets lots of good feedback from audiences 

and collaborators. 

Key success factors 

Embrace digital media: Contact actively incorporate and seek to use web/digital media as a part 

of their ongoing development, rather than treat it as a separate entity. 

Research the sector: Contact look at organisations beyond the arts sphere (eg music 

businesses, networking sites) for ideas.  

Consider if the method is appropriate: Not all networking sites are suitable due to the longevity 

of their appeal. It is important to take care over the selections an organisation makes when 

working with other platforms, to ensure the media fits with the organisation’s values and will be 

a good investment of time and effort. 

Know your audience: Contact looks at how their target audience uses digital media, to help the 

organisation communicate in the best way with this group.  

Next steps 



Contact are continuing to develop their website, aiming to encourage more user involvement. 

They are also looking at the integration of digital design and social networking sites into future 

theatre productions on a wide variety of levels 

Contact are developing a set of evaluation tools to measure the impact of the digital media 

strategy. 


